
ICON SET DOCUMENTATION: HOW TO 

 
I know most of you understand this procedure, but in case you get lost…here is the proper way to reset any ICON image. 
At the end of this tutorial, in the Appendix, there is a link to a very nice “free-to-use” ICON EDITOR. 
 
Ok, let us assume you downloaded the HTMLicons.zip file. If you missed it go back to the webpage on the CAM RADIO 
NET website, the OFF-SITE LINKS PAGE and find the ICON DOWNLOAD LINK located in the index. 
 
When you decide to “click” on TEST set  in the listing, make certain you “save as” and locate the ZIP file where you can 
easily find it. I suggest you “save as” in your DOWNLOADS directory. You can create a new folder and call it ICONS…now 
isn’t that brilliant?? You think I am a smart ass?? Just wait till you download a large file and you cannot find it…DUH!! 
 
Navigate to the location where you saved the ZIP file. If you are using Windows 10, you can click the “open folder” tab at 
the bottom of your screen now.   

 
You should see the file listed. 
You want to extract the file. If you have never done this,   

 
The ZIP file will open and extract the contents to a directory located inside your primary download location. 

 
The listing should appear above… 
These are test ICONS and while you can use them, they are more for you to experiment and modify as desired. 



You must remember that ICONS start out as IMAGE FILES. They can be .GIF/.JPG/.PNG…many are “Portable Network 
Graphics”. The PNG format was created to eliminate the GIF file which is a low resolution image file that lacks depth and 
definition.  
 
Now that you understand where the “high quality” comes from, those of you who use HIGH RESOLUTION monitors and 
Windows 10, you will appreciate the quality that is incorporated into PNG files. They are direct components to ICON files 
(.ICO). However, screen resolution demands different sizes be applied. ICON editors use 16x16 up to 64x64 pixel 
formats. Professional ICON editors can generate an ICO file as large as 256 by 256 pixels. For most of us, 64x64 is plenty.  
 
So how do I change an ICON?? 
Well for most applications that is the easy part… 

If you look carefully you will see the basic screen properties of  
a “desktop icon”. In this case this is the “TCPview” icon that I  
click to review all TCP connections to my LAN network.  
The Icon is basically one “ugly SOB”…so I want to clean up look 
and make my DESKTOP more attractive. Look, this is a personal 
preference thing. You can do as you please, but ugly icons must 
be forbidden… 
Choose an ICON on your desktop, no, not SYSTEM ICONS, they 
cannot be changed (well most of them cannot be changed). 
For instance you cannot change the TRASH CAN icon, so don’t  
go there. Pick something that you don’t usually use on a day to  
day basis. Now RIGHT CLICK and select PROPERTIES. You will 
see the dialogue as illustrated here. Now LEFT CLICK on the  
“Change Icon…” tab. The insert illustrated here will be 
displayed. To change the icon, “Browse” to the ICON set  
where you extracted the ZIP file you last downloaded.  
The ICONS will appear…now select one and click OPEN.  

The new icon will be displayed in the LH upper corner of the CHANGE ICON dialogue. If this is one you like, click  
“APPLY” and the new ICON will appear on your DESKTOP. 
 
Remember I told you these were test ICONS…they apply to nothing  For instance the CAM RADIO ICON looks like an 
old time radio receiver. I use it, but you may not like it at all. What I want you to understand, ICONS are meant to be  
changed, modified and replaced…that is what they are for. You can make an ICON out of anything you want. Use your 
imagination. You can “screen grab” any image (reasonable size) and edit it into an .ICO file.  
 
The FREEWARE ICON EDITOR I suggest you try is located here: http://www.sibcode.com/junior-icon-editor/   

This is a decent way to get started and you will have lots of fun changing .PNG files into 
usable desktop gadgets. Download the ICON EDITOR and select one of the files you  
downloaded from CAM RADIO NET.  
Don’t feel obligated into using just any ICON…there are plenty to choose from. 
Try this link: http://www.iconarchive.com/  you will be overwhelmed by the number of  

 spiffy ICON sets that are available for you to use.  


